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On a Friday night at the end of July last 
year, along with 220 fellow riders, I set 
off on the Transcontinental Race, from 

Geraadsbergen in Belgium to 
Cannakkale in Turkey. It was my longest 

ride to date and one of the most 
rewarding and challenging experiences I 
have had on a bike, taking me out of my 

comfort zone and forcing me to think 
many things through afresh.

I've already written a day by day 
account which is on my blog 

(cyclingthere.wordpress.com). Rather 
than re-hashing that, and now that time 

has given me a bit more perspective, I 
thought I would focus on a few of the 
main themes and the questions I’ve 

been asked since the ride. 

What is the 
Transcontinental?

The Transcontinental Race is an unsupported 
cycling event which traverses Europe. Last 
year, there were about 220 starters – mostly 
solo riders, but there is also a pairs category. 
There are only five rules, designed mainly to 
give everyone a level playing field. This 
means that drafting or group-riding are not 
permitted, nor is obtaining any supplies or 
services not available on equal terms to any 
other rider. The best illustration of this came 
from Urs Arnold Kutchera, who I met on the 
road to Berne, where he lives. His route went 
close to his house and he met his wife late in 
the evening when passing through, but he 
could not sleep in his own bed – as that 
would have given him an unfair advantage – 
so ended up spending the night in his local 
park!

The ban on group riding could potentially 
make it a lonely ride but, with a couple of 
hundred others out on the road, I met other 
riders most days and it was a pleasant 
surprise when it did happen. As well as 
passing each other on the road, meetings at 
cafes, supermarkets and hotels along the 
way were frequent and, three or four times, I 
rode side-by-side with someone else for ten 
minutes to an hour, usually on a climb where 
there was no question of drafting. Actually, 
what I found was that the shared experience 
helped to build a strong sense of 
camaraderie. Also, riding mostly on my own 
gave me plenty of space for thinking and for 
observing and connecting with locals. And I 
made a lot of phone calls!

One final, important point to make is that, 
while it is certainly a tough event, it is not an 
elite event. Mike Hall, the organiser, 
emphasises that he wants to make it 
accessible to as wide a range of people as 
possible. Therefore there were many 
relatively novice riders with some not having 
ridden more than 200km beforehand. With a 
couple of PBPs to my name, I felt like one of 
the more experienced riders. 

How long is it, and how long 
did it take?

My route was about 3,900km in distance with 
46,000m of climbing. I finished in 13 days, 10 
hours, 28 minutes, which worked out at 
291km per day. That put me 34th out of 106 
solo finishers. 16 pairs also finished, and 78 
abandoned along the way. The official cut-off 
is to finish in 15 days – in time to make the 
finishers’ party – which equates to an overall 
average speed of around 11km/h. 

The first day – from Belgium, across northern 
France and up the Loire valley – was my 

longest, with 515km on fresh legs, followed 
by the last full day – in Northern Greece and 
Turkey – when I rode 351km on very tired 
legs, much of it in hot sun. My shortest days 
were day 8, in Croatia, when the Bora wind 
meant I only managed 169km, of which 
5-10km had to be done on foot, and day 4, in 
the Alps, when my 211km included three and 
a half big cols. 

It’s not an audax: how does it 
compare? 

In many ways the TCR is like audax, but only 
more so. There is greater emphasis on self-
sufficiency in that you cannot accept help 
from other riders and there is less (ie zero) 
support on offer, even in areas like having to 
design and check your own route between 
controls. Given it is a race, most, but not all, 
people are looking to press on rather than 
staying just ahead of the time limit, but many 
do that on audaxes too. Perhaps the biggest 
difference was that its length meant that it 
could not be ridden on a short-term sleep 
deficit. While I’ve ridden 40 hours without 
sleeping on PBP, on the TCR I planned – 
optimistically as it turned out – to get 5 hours 
per night. Also the requirement to design 
your own route added an interesting edge, 
giving a significant advantage to those who 
planned better and made me more aware of 
the region I was traversing than when 
following another’s pink line, arrows or route 
sheet. 

What was your route?
The route, and the intermediate controls 
change from year to year. In 2016, it went 
from the well-known Flemish cycling town of 
Geraardsbergen, to Canekkale on the Asian 
side of the Dardanelles in Turkey, with four 
controls. Each control involved a compulsory 
section which included one or more major 
climbs. My route comprised the following 
sections.

1. From start at Geraardsbergen, south 
through France to the first control at 
Clermont Ferrand in the Massif Central. 

2. East, to the second control at 
Grindelwald in the Swiss Alps, with a 
compulsory section involving three big 
passes (the Grosse Scheidegg, Grimselpass 
and Furkapass). 

3. Further east, to the third control, at 
Alleghe, followed by another big climb: the 
Passo Giau in the Italian Dolomites - probably 
the hardest climb in the event with about 
10km of climbing at around 10%. 
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4. South east, across northern Italy, 
Slovenia, Croatia and Bosnia, to the next 
control in the Durmitor limestone massif in 
Montenegro. 

5. Further south and east, across Kosovo, 
Macedonia, northern Greece Turkey, then via 
a ferry across the Dardanelles, to Canekkale 
in Asia.

How did you plan it?
Like most (but not all) riders, I spent a lot of 
time planning my route, looking at different 
options and refining them. This involved 
many hours of research, poring over maps 
and using Google Streetview (which doesn’t 
cover the bit between Croatia and Greece) 
and Strava Heatmaps, to try to optimise 
between distance, climbing, road surface, 
traffic volumes and other factors. 

I made two routing decisions which helped 
me significantly. 

•	 For	the	first	stage,	the	direct	route	was	
fairly undulating. However, on our 
honeymoon, my wife and I had cycled to 
Marseilles, taking the Loire and Allier valleys 
between Paris and the Massif Central. I 
therefore knew that, if I routed slightly west 
from the direct route I could find much flatter 
terrain. This saved me over 1,000 metres of 
climbing for just 20km extra distance. 

•	 The	third	stage	–	from	Grindelwald	to	
Passo Giau – was the one that everyone was 
apprehensive about. Here, the direct routes – 
which most people did – involved traversing 
the length of the Alps with a succession of 
major climbs. Late in my planning I realised 
that I could take a long detour into northern 
Italy, riding an extra 130km to cut out 4,000 
metres of climbing. 

Both of these worked well. The first section 
put me well up the field, and allowed me to 
revisit some familiar roads. The third helped 
me to avoid the carnage in the Alps, where a 
significant number of riders were forced to 
abandon or rest up with Achilles and knee 
problems, from the succession of tough 
climbs. It allowed me to hold my position in 
the field when I would have expected to 
have fallen back in the mountains. It also 
meant that I was able to bounce the Alleghe 
control at 9:30pm to attack the Giau with 
(relatively) fresh legs, while many of those 
who had suffered in the Alps needed to rest. 
With a big storm coming, this was worth a 
lot. 

I also made routing errors, but these were 
mostly of the minor variety rather than 
major, strategic blunders. A handful of times I 
left fast, main roads for what were supposed 
to be short cuts but which turned out to be 
dirt tracks or similar. Usually they were easily 
resolved by backtracking to the main road, 
with only a small time loss. My biggest route 
problem was in Macedonia, beyond the 
range of Google Streetmap, where I 
discovered there simply isn’t a decent, 
surfaced non-motorway road from Skopje 
down towards Greece. Much of the road is 
fine, but there are gaps so I had to endure a 

section of crumbling pave heading out of 
Skopje, then cratered tarmac on a climb and 
later, a 20km cobbled section which gave me 
the inevitable pinch puncture. 

How did you train and 
prepare?

My intended preparation was pretty much 
what I do most years - a few audaxes with 
some time trials to build speed. However I 
had a disrupted season with an ongoing 
knee problem, which arose because of a bike 
fit to try to fix an ongoing neck problem. 
Knee and neck conspired to prevent me 
riding TTs, so I didn't do any speed work. 
They also interrupted my audax programme 
as, while I had some good rides, there were a 
few weekends of enforced rest. I managed 
the knee and neck by having ongoing physio 
sessions throughout the year, doing weekly 
yoga sessions - which greatly improved my 
flexibility - and having a few sports massages. 
The upshot was that I arrived at the start in 
Geraardsbergen a lot more flexible, and more 
pampered, than in recent years, but probably 
not as fit. Indeed, my knee was still a bit 
problematic at the start and, for the first day 
or two, I thought it might end my race 
prematurely. But it settled down well and 
didn't cause me any problems. 

My preparation included a few rides with all 
my TCR luggage on the bike to get used to 
how it handled and to test different 
alternatives out. A bonus from this was that, 
on a couple of rides, people who had done 
the TCR before, recognised what I was doing 
and shared their experiences with me. I also 
included a couple of long, overnight rides 
from London to events I’d entered in Wales. 
These included overnight stops to help me 
get comfortable with my bivvying setup. 

What bike did you use?

I built up a new bike for the event. I wanted 
the following:

•	 A	carbon	frame,	because	it	would	save	
me about 350g in weight over an aluminium 
one

•	 Eyes	to	mount	proper	mudguards	and	
clearance to use them with at least 25mm 
tyres. Only about 10% of riders used 
mudguards (with at least one discarding his 
along the way) and, with only one wet day, it 
wasn’t so critical.

•	 Rim	brakes;	lighter	and	more	aero	than	
discs and perfectly good enough for an event 
of this type

•	 Wheels	with	deep	rims	to	make	them	
aerodynamic, aluminium braking tracks as 
there would be long descents, tubeless 
compatible and with nice hubs

•	 25mm	fast	tubeless	tyres

•	 Low	gears	to	get	me	up	hills	at	the	low	
power levels I expected to be putting out. 

•	 Aerobars	which	would	allow	also	allow	
me the option to ride on the bar tops

•	 Di2	compatible,	so	I	could	have	
additional shifters on my aerobars and to 
reduce shifting wear on my hands 

•	 A	saddle	that	would	work	in	both	an	
upright and a time trialling position

My Hewitt Carbon Audax bike ticked all the 
boxes apart from Di2. I looked into whether I 
could get the frame drilled to fit it. I found a 
carbon frame repair specialist who was up for 
it, but it was a big job: I’d have to strip the 
bike and have it out of action for a few 
weeks. Given that, it seemed easier to get a 
new one so I bought an ICAN carbon 
cyclocross frame from a Chinese seller on 
eBay. 

I identified the rims I wanted – Kinlin XR31 
(31mm wide aluminium rims) – and asked a 
wheelbuilder (Malcolm Borg at the Cycle 
Clinic) who stocked them to make me some 
wheels. Malcolm suggested Dura Ace hubs, 
which appealed to me, and 18/24 spokes, 
which I found a bit scary. He was confident 
that, with stiff rims, they would be fine for my 
weight, and he was right – the wheels were a 
pleasure to ride with no issues. 

Tubeless tyres was more mixed: at least the 
front one worked well. I got a bad puncture 
in the rear before I had left Belgium which 
never sealed properly. Having made a few 
attempts in vain to get it to re-seal and 
ridden most of the first 1200km on 30psi, I 
replaced it for a tubed one. The new tyre 
subsequently had two punctures, both of 
which the tubeless one, by then in a bin in 
Switzerland, would most likely have 
prevented. 

Gearing was a compact chainset (34/50) and 
an 11- 40 cassette. I like low gears and I like 
them even more when I have been riding for 
several days, so this gave me what I needed. I 
used 34/40 a lot more than 50/11.

What did you take?
As little as possible. I took the kit I was 
wearing, a rain jacket, spare pair of shorts 
(although most people didn’t bother), other 
shorts to wear for sleeping and a spare pair 
of socks. By way of tools and spares I had a 
multitool, plus one spare inner tube + 
patches. 

I abandoned the spare Garmin, the chain 
tool, spoke key and Kevlar spoke to save 
space just before the start. Sleeping kit was a 
blue foam mat from eBay, cut in half, an 
Alpkit bivvy bag and a very light down 
jacket. I also had a stash of batteries and 
power banks, and some food rations to get 
me through a weekend in France – a bag of 
byreks and a kilo of energy drink powder. 
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What did you eat?
For me, food was not a highlight of the TCR. I 
saved time by buying food in supermarkets 
and eating on the go. I usually made two 
stops per day, one mid-morning and one 
late-afternoon to stock up for the evening, 
making use of a second bar bag hanging off 
my aerobars which was just to carry food. 
During the entire event I had just two sit 
down meals, neither with cutlery: at a 
McDonalds in France on the first Sunday, 
when options were limited, and at a village 
pizzeria in Italy. Otherwise, I ate a lot of tuna 
sandwiches, which were stocked by most 
supermarkets in Italy and Switzerland. In the 
former Yugoslav countries, I had a lot of 
byrek when it was available, and fell back on 
cream-filled croissants and Twix bars when it 
was not, with the odd banana. 

It wasn't a great diet but it worked. I never 
ran out of energy and never got sick. I don’t 
normally eat meat but resorted to it twice 
when there was good food on offer with 
meat but not an equivalent without: at the 
pizzeria in Italy and a Bosnian bakery selling 
byrek. The hardest bit was in rural France, 
where food can be hard to come by, and 
where I got mouth ulcers from eating too 
many abrasive cereal bars and baguettes. 
Generally, food got better as I went east and 
the opening hours got longer

Where did you sleep?
My aim was to sleep 5 hours per night. You 
can get into sleep debt by riding longer but, 
on a ride of this length, it’s not sustainable 
and you suffer as a result. I did some of that, 
mainly as a result of tactical decisions to get 
the big mountains done when I needed to do 
them, and in trying to close out the finish.

I spent four nights in hotels, camped out in 
my bivvy bag on six nights and largely rode 
through the other four nights. On the nights 
that I bivvied, my sites were: 

•	 In	a	campsite	near	Nevers	in	France,	
which I had stayed at before so knew where 
things were in the dark, 

•	 On	a	large	grassy	verge	just	off	a	minor	
road in Burgundy

•	 In	a	layby	half-way	up	the	Gotthard	Pass	
in Switzerland.

•	 In	a	bus	shelter	in	Croatia,	soaking	wet	in	
a thunderstorm after searching in vain for the 
guest house I had booked – probably the 
most disappointing moment of the whole 
ride

•	 In	a	grassy	area	down	a	lane	off	the	road	
in the Tara Gorge in Montenegro 

•	 In	a	bus	shelter	just	past	Skopje	in	
Macedonia.

I also had 1-2 hour naps most days – in parks, 
quiet fields off the road or on benches – 
whenever I felt tiredness becoming a 
problem, often in mid-afternoon.

What were the best bits?
I particularly enjoyed getting out of the Alps 
and down into Italy. The weather in 
Switzerland was OK but a bit cool and damp 
for summer. The way most people were 
going, though the Alps, rain was forecast and 
a succession of brutal climbs was a certainty. 
I’d done two big passes on the compulsory 
section through the night, and found myself 
cold and tired at 4am in a deserted town. I 
needed to sleep and I needed to get warm 
before I could take on my final descent. But 
there was nowhere open and my camping 
gear was not adequate for the altitude, 
where the temperature was about 5 degrees. 
I realised that the best thing to do was to put 
on all my layers and ride hard, up the 
Gotthard Pass, to warm up. Then, when I was 
warm, stop and immediately jump into my 
bivvy bag without wasting time on 
formalities, such as cleaning my teeth, and 
try to preserve heat so that I could sleep for 
an hour or two before I got cold. I did exactly 
that, and got two hours of the most peaceful 
sleep I can remember. The bonus was waking 
to see what had been a dark valley bathed in 
morning sunlight. I then had a 20-minute 
ride to the top of the pass to warm up again, 
a long and easy looping descent from the 
pass in full sun, 50km downhill and into the 
warmth of an Italian summer then 500km of 
blissfully flat road!

The other highlight was visiting bits of the 
former-Yugoslavia that I’d not seen before, in 
particular Bihac in Bosnia. Croatia had been 
tough and the towns somewhat austere with 
much evidence of war in the form of burned 
out houses. But, as soon as I crossed the 
border into Bosnia, as night fell, I passed a 
series of cafes and restaurants with people 
singing, dancing and having a good time. 
This continued in every village to Bihac, 
about an hour away, where the parties were 
bigger and louder. When I checked into a 
hotel I asked if it was a special day for people 
to be enjoying themselves so much: ‘Oh yes’, 
said the receptionist, ‘It is Saturday night!’ 

Montenegro is also extremely pretty. It was a 
pleasant surprise to bump into AUK member, 
Greg Melia while going up a climb before the 
border with Kosovo. Greg kindly turned his 
bike round and rode back up the hill with 
me.

What were the hardest bits?
The big mountains in the Alps and Dolomites 
were tough, but I expected them to be, and 
I’d chosen my gearing to neutralise them. But 
it was the Bora wind in Croatia that gave me 
my hardest day ever on a bike, and the 
gentle climbs and smooth roads of the last 
night were the toughest mental challenge.

The Bora, the local prevailing wind on the 
Dalmatian coast, picked up near Rijeka the 
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morning after a thunderstorm. I felt it get 
hold of the bike a few times, making me slow 
down and keep a good distance in from the 
edge of the road. The wind got stronger and 
bike handling became more difficult. I had to 
lean significantly to windward and pull the 
bike towards me – reminding me more of 
dinghy sailing in Greece the previous month 
than anything I’d done on a bike. I sought 
respite at a petrol station and, while 
devouring a sandwich, checked the weather 
on my phone: hurricane-force crosswinds 
gusting from the North-East out to sea. 

After the stop, the wind got progressively 
stronger. The traffic also picked up which was 
problematic, as any passing too close could 
take away the wind that was holding me up. 
Given that the edge of the road sometimes 
had a significant drop-off and that, as the 
wind gusted, I was prone to moving sideways 
by a couple of feet before I could regain 
control, I needed to use a good proportion of 
the lane. Most of the drivers were considerate 
– probably many realised what I was dealing 
with – but the odd one was indignant that I 
was on ‘their’ side of the white line at the 
side. I particularly recall the driver of a white 
car with French plates making a waving 
signal out of his window as he passed to 
indicate where he felt I should be. I blasted 
him with the Ambrosian repeater gun 
installed in my right aerobar. 

The Bora was at its fiercest around the town 
of Novi Vindolski. I’d already had to walk a 
few sections – trying to keep, if not my 
pedals, at least my wheels turning – after 
having been blown off by a gust. But on one 
particular corner I was pinned down, unable 
to walk into the wind or even to stand still in 
its face. Finding myself being blown 
backwards towards the edge, all I was able to 
do was manage my retreat to ensure I was 
blown against a section of solid wall, rather 
than over a low crash barrier. I then focused 
on getting my bike wheels back on the 
ground – as the wind had picked the bike up 
like a kite – leaned on it with all my weight to 
keep it planted, and applied the brakes to 
help me stand my ground. At this point, a 
Dutch family in a camper van pulled up to 
rescue me. In any other situation I would 
have jumped in but they were shocked when 
I declined their help.

After a minute or two, the gust subsided and 
I was able to leave that corner, crossing to 
the left hand side of the road where there 
was more shelter. After walking a few 
hundred yards, I was even able to remount 
and ride a bit more.

After Senj, my route turned inland. Initially 
this was just as bad, with me having to walk 
the first kilometre into a headwind and then, 
when I had dared to re-mount, getting blown 
off again while I was on the phone to my 
wife. But as I climbed, the road became 
sheltered and the wind subsided to normal 
levels.

My final day was also tough but for different 
reasons. I bivvied for the last time in a bus 

shelter just south of Skopje in Macedonia on 
the Tuesday night and, with 730km to go, my 
plan was to ride through, hoping I could 
finish around 36 hours later, on the Thursday 
night. I recalled doing a similar distance to 
close out my first PBP, from Carhaix to Paris 
via Brest, in that time. However the 
Macedonian roads are not as smooth as 
those in Brittany and my progress was 
slowed by long gravel stretches, with an 
inevitable pinch puncture on a 20km stretch. 
I also lost an hour when I needed to sleep in 
mid-afternoon, so it was already evening 
when I reached Greece. Greece was also 
tough progress with rougher roads than 
elsewhere (apart from Macedonia) and more 
hostile dogs. I grabbed an hour’s rest on a 
bench in a village on Wednesday night, and 
was riding again well before sunrise. 

When the sun rose, the temperatures soon 
climbed to the high 30s as I made my way 
across northern Greece, to reach 
Alexandroupoli as night fell. With 200km still 
to go, there was no way I could finish that 
night but, in my tired state, I didn’t fully 
realise this, and rode hard into the night. But 
when I kept seeing ghosts walking in front of 
me at the side of the road, and the red lights 
on the crash barriers grew in size, I found a 
bench to rest on. I woke after an hour – at 
least I woke enough to get up and ride my 
bike, but not enough to understand where I 
was and what was going on. I then had the 
strangest couple of hours I’ve ever 
experienced on a bike. Still operating 
partially in a dream, I debated with myself 
whether I had editorial control over what 
happened next and, specifically, whether it 
was necessary to ride the 80-or so km to the 
finish, or if I could just decide, as if in a 
dream, to make that bit be over more quickly. 
At first I was firmly inclined to the latter view. 
I recall spending quite a bit of time walking, 

not because of hills but because there was 
little point riding if I could make the end be 
just round the corner. But, to my surprise and 
disappointment, Canekkale did not suddenly 
arrive and, slowly over the next couple of 
hours, it became more and more clear that I 
had no editorial control whatsoever over the 
main geographical facts of my story but 
would have to ride my bike the remaining 
70km or so to where Canekkale was.

Would you do it again?
I’d	love	to,	as	it	was	a	fabulous	experience;	
not always easy and not always fun, but a 
great voyage of discovery, both across 
Europe and inside my own head. The phrase 
which kept coming to my mind – and still 
does – was ‘the adventure of a lifetime.’ But 
I’ve not entered this year as I have another 
exciting challenge: my wife and I are 
expecting a baby at the end of May. 

What is next?
By the time this is published I hope to have 
completed The Indian Pacific Wheel Race, a 
similar event across Australia from Perth to 
Sydney, in March and April.
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